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Abstract
Smart assistants supporting knowledge workers in their daily work are in demand nowadays. To provide
individually tailored support, the assistants first have to gain knowledge about the knowledge worker
and their information space. In our setting, the assistant should support the user according to their
current mental context. To build the required mental context base, other approaches observe the human’s
interaction with information items like files, emails, etc. and infer contexts from this activity data.
However, those procedures suffer from a cold start problem as the context base on which the assistant
relies on is built alongside the observation. The context-mining approach introduced in this paper
addresses this issue by relying only on document information that is available at the start-up time.
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1. Introduction

Knowledge workers face an ever-increasing flood of information in their daily work. While
AI-based personal knowledge assistants (PKA) are increasingly helpful in supporting users (e.g.
cognitive load reduction, higher degrees of automation, etc.), they typically still suffer from
the so-called cold start problem: When first started, the assistant does not “know” anything
about the user. Thus, it takes a while of observing user activities until support measures by the
system like recommendation, ranking, filtering, etc. become meaningful. Dragan and Decker
[1], for example, assume that this was one of the problems why approaches like the Semantic
Desktop [2, 3], although proven to be superior to traditional systems [4], were and are still not
widespread.

A key concept for such assistants is user context: Especially in the aforementioned area of
the Semantic Desktop, the Personal Information Model (PIMO) [5] is used to represent the
user’s mental model in a machine-understandable way. More recently, PIMO was extended
to especially also represent users’ various contexts as so-called context spaces [6]. We see
context as a “sense-giving environment” for a (given) nucleus like an activity, an event or an
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information item itself (a document, email, etc.) [7]. Such contexts typically evolve over time,
e.g. a large research task could spawn from a small context having only an email calling for
participation as its nucleus [7]. Exploiting this contextual (meta-)information allowed for new
ways of supporting users, for example by means of Managed Forgetting [8] which involves
temporal hiding, reorganization, condensation, and similar measures.

This paper presents an approach for mining such user contexts to bootstrap a PKA. In contrast
to all existing approaches found in literature, we solely rely on data available at a concrete
point in time, the assistant’s start-up time. Therefore we refer to our approach as a retrospective
context mining approach as opposed to those tracking users from the start-up time on. Due
to the retrospective nature, the approach can only exploit the information contained in the
current static setting of the information space which is the result of numerous past interactions
with the information items. The missing interaction information in the retrospective setting
like window switches between documents, etc. can be seen as implicit hints from the user that
certain documents may belong together [9]. Thus, in our approach, finding related documents
requires a more exhaustive search of possibly related information items as those hints are not
available. However, the exhaustive search has the benefit that we may find relations between
documents that are not (easily) visible looking at the interaction history. Since our approach
uses no implicit feedback through interaction, the knowledge worker is encouraged to provide
feedback to improve the tool’s suggestions. In the following, we also refer to our approach as
the Contextifier.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of related
approaches and classifies our approach. Section 3 introduces our proposed retrospective context
mining approach and Section 4 describes an early evaluation conducted to get first impressions
of the approach’s usability and perceived quality of the results. In Section 5, we discuss changes
that are beneficial to incorporate into our approach before performing a larger study. The paper
is concluded in Section 6 with a short summary and an outlook on the next steps.

2. Related Work

To effectively support knowledge workers during their daily work, it is manifest to first analyze
their work setting and understand how their information space is structured. The extracted
knowledge can then be used to tailor supporting mechanisms individually to the user, e.g.,
by recommending documents to them that could be helpful for their current context. In our
approach, we aim to approximate the user’s mental model of their work setting in the form of
contexts which can then be further used as a basis for personal assistant systems supporting
the user’s knowledge work.

Most other approaches, that aspire to get a representation of information spaces, structure
documents into tasks, activities, or topics. While the concepts of tasks and activities are similar
to our context definition, topics do not necessarily translate into contexts as they are not
user-centered but rely solely on textual features (see e.g., [10]). In the following, we speak of
context structures or contexts explicitly including the closely related concepts of tasks, activities,
workflows, etc.

The existing approaches identifying user-centered context structures can be categorized into



three main categories. Manual approaches completely rely on the users who have to organize
their documents into context structures added to the traditional folder structures [11, 12]. Semi-
automatic and automatic approaches are less effort-intense than manual approaches, and all
found (semi-)automatic approaches track the user’s interaction with their documents to identify
contexts. The main difference between semi-automatic and automatic approaches concerns
the features used to divide the interaction event stream into contexts. Semi-automatic tools
require the user to initially annotate contexts explicitly such that Machine Learning models can
be trained based on the labeled data to be able to, later on, predict context labels automatically
[13]. To enable a user feedback-independent context identification, automatic approaches often
consult other features, like the documents’ contents or their metadata like e.g., their title or
folder location, to divide the interaction event stream into context structures [14, 15, 16, 17].
Some automatic approaches though only rely on interaction data and e.g., judge document
similarity strengths based on how often the documents co-occurred [18, 19, 20].

Using manual approaches has the advantage, that one can be sure that the resulting contexts
represent the user’s mental model well as the user themselves created them. However, manual
context creation is time-consuming and an overhead in addition to the actual knowledge work.
Thus, automatic approaches are in most cases preferable. Nevertheless, in particular, semi-
automated activity-based approaches but also automatic activity-based approaches suffer from
the cold start problem meaning that it takes some time until they captured enough (labeled)
interaction data to have a strong-enough basis of contexts to effectively support the user.

Unlike, to the best of our knowledge, all other existing automatic context mining approaches,
our Contextifier does not rely on interaction event streams. Instead, our approach only takes
the document’s contents and all static metadata available at the tool’s start-up time, like e.g.,
the last usage dates, the document’s folder, or the previous email in the email’s thread, into
account.

As Context Mining is similar to Process Mining, it is crucial to highlight the differences
between the two approaches in order to concretise the notion of Context Mining. Process
Mining aims to model, monitor, and enhance real-world end-to-end processes by extracting
knowledge from event streams [21]. However, both techniques differ with respect to their focus
and goals. While Context Mining is centered around data and clusters documents according
to their dedicated knowledge worker context, Process Mining is centered around processes
and documents are considered only as input or output of activities. Similar to Process Mining,
also Context Mining might take event streams as input and identify event sequences forming
activities in the stream. However, their notion of activities is different. In Process Mining,
activities are "well-defined steps in some particular process"[21] whereas activities in Context
Mining are typically considered as individual entities which might be related to each other.
Furthermore, our concept of contexts is more general as contexts do not need to be activities
but can be also unstructured collections of documents that e.g. belong to a certain project.

3. Approach

3.1. Overview

Our context mining approach can be separated into four main phases (see Fig. ??). In the input



Figure 1: Phases of the context mining process. Feedback opportunities are depicted in blue.

phase, the user provides their personal information items that should be considered or metadata
of the items. Emails are accessed on the mail server via the Internet Message Access Protocol
(IMAP)1 and calendar entries are extracted from the provided iCalendar2 file. Metadata of files
and bookmarks are obtained by a crawling tool [22].

After the required information is given, the core context mining process starts with the
Relationship Indicator Calculation phase. This phase aims to identify relationships between pairs
of information items. For each document pair, multiple relationship indicators are calculated.
The indicators are then aggregated such that a multigraph, composed of items as nodes and
relationship indicators as weighted edges, becomes an ordinary graph only having at most
one weighted edge between each node pair. The weighted graph, representing document
relationships weighted according to their confidence, is then used to cluster the items. Finally,
the clusters are named and interpreted as contexts.

In the Result Review phase, the user can explore the calculated relationships and contexts.
Moreover, they can provide feedback to fine-tune the results. Enabling the user to be part of the
calculation process is especially useful in retrospective context mining approaches because of
the missing information about the user’s interactions with the information items in the past.
However, feedback is not mandatory, hence contexts can be identified completely unsupervised
without any human intervention. Thus, providing feedback is only possible in the input phase
and the last phase to ensure that the entire calculation process can run without any interruption.

3.2. Relationship Indicators

In the retrospective setting, several information item attributes are available. Besides the folder
hierarchy and some interaction time information, like the last modification date or the sent date,
the textual content and the titles of the items can be used as comparison attributes to examine
the documents’ relationships. Additionally, depending on the item type, also other information
like involved persons, the answered email, the location of a calendar event, or attachments can
be utilized.

1https://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc9051.html
2https://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc5545.html
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Our department has a long history of research on information management (IM) and knowl-
edge work. Based on this experience, we constructed several attributes that could serve as
relationship indicators. Additionally, we used a questionnaire to also include some views and
IM habits of external persons having different backgrounds. The eleven participants, students
aged between 21 and 27 with an almost equal distribution between sexes, were asked to rate
indicators according to their significance. The indicators were provided as statements about the
relationship of document pairs e.g., "Two emails belong together if one email is a response to
the other email". For each indicator, the participants could state whether they think it is helpful,
partially helpful, or misleading. In addition, the participants could provide supplementary
comments to further explain their ratings.

The results of this small supplementary questionnaire showed that the experience-based
indicators we assembled as a starting point already covered external persons’ feedback making
them a suitable base of the current approach (later revision is possible though).

Besides the rating of the indicators, the comments suggest that it is important to incorporate
multiple indicators in the relationship evaluation as regarding only a single indicator could be
misleading in several situations.

Given that information spaces usually contain thousands of documents, it is crucial to com-
pare them in a resource-preserving manner. To reach this goal, the indicators are chosen to be
expressive but not too resource-intense. For each comparison aspect, we collected different mea-
surement escalation levels. Measurements on a high escalation level contain more information
but require more computational resources. Deciding for a measure on the next highest escala-
tion level leads to higher computational costs. However, the additionally gained information
content might be marginal such that choosing the lower escalation level is a reasonable trade-off.

An exemplary indicator to examine the relationship between a file and an email is the "is-
attachment-of" indicator which states that documents are similar if file’s and the attachment’s
titles are equal. The confidence score of this relation is given by the textual overlap of the file
and the attachment. This overlap is calculated by one minus the Levenshtein distance [23] of
the documents’ contents divided by the maximum character count of the two texts. In this
example, measurements on lower escalation levels are just checking the equality of the file’s
and the attachment’s title or alternatively checking for documents with the same title whether
their file contents are identical consulting by the files’ sizes. However, just comparing the
titles and additionally checking the content equality is quite restricting as attachments could
be, for example, forms to be filled out such that the two documents’ contents slightly differ.
Furthermore, the downloaded attachment could have been renamed such that the previously
introduced measurements can not identify the relationship. Without the precondition that
the attachment and the file must have the same title, the algorithm would have to check the
attachment’s content against all files. As this is computationally expensive and might only
identify a few more relationships, the initially introduced measurement is chosen.

Besides the attachment indicator, the folder hierarchy distance, the access time closeness,
and the text, title and folder title similarity serve as indicators. Additionally, the email response
relation, the occurrence of a bookmark URL in a document, the equivalence between calendar
file email attachments and calendar entries, the involved persons in an email or calendar entry,



and the location similarity between calendar entries are taken into account as more type-specific
indicators. For each document pair, a subset of the mentioned indicators is calculated as not all
indicators apply to all types of document pairs.

After having evaluated all document pairs, we obtain a multigraph, in which documents
are the nodes and the different relationship indicators the edges weighted according to the
indicators’ confidence values.

3.3. Aggregation and Clustering Of Identified Relationships

During the aggregation phase, the resulting multigraph is turned into an ordinary graph with
at most one edge between two nodes. To aggregate the already normalized indicator values,
the Contextifier calculates a weighted sum whereas every value receives a weight between
zero and one. These weights are set per document pair type and sum up to one to obtain a
normalized aggregated relationship confidence. Besides the weights determining the relative
importance of the indicators, "particularly important indicators" overrule the weighted sum
if their value is higher than the one of the weighted sum. Thus the aggregated relationship
confidence rc of a document pair p with the weights 𝑤𝑖, relationship indicator values 𝑣𝑖, the
pair type-specific relationship indicator set R and the set of "particularly meaningful indicators"
PMI can be described by the following equation:

𝑟𝑐(𝑝) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥

(︃{︃ ∑︁
𝑟∈𝑅(𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒(𝑝))

𝑤𝑟*𝑣𝑟(𝑝)

}︃
∪

⋃︁
𝑝𝑚∈𝑃𝑀𝑅(𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒(𝑝))

𝑣𝑝𝑚(𝑝)

)︃⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒ ∑︁
𝑟∈𝑅(𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒(𝑝))

𝑤𝑟 = 1, 𝑣𝑖(𝑝) ∈ [0, 1]

After the calculation of the relationship graph, the Contextifier clusters the documents ac-
cordingly. Initially, all documents are put into distinct clusters. According to the hierarchical
agglomerative single-linkage clustering algorithm, the clusters of the two documents with the
minimum relationship distance are merged in each iteration step as described by Jain et al. [24].

The single-linkage is especially well-suited as it is easier to find the next clusters to be merged
compared to complete-linkage clustering or average-linkage clustering. Using single-linkage
clustering, it is possible to sort a list of relationships according to their strength, search for
the clusters to which the two documents with the strongest relationship belong, and merge
them. Complete-linkage clustering merges clusters according to the minimal maximum distance
between two documents of two distinct clusters. Thus, it requires looking at the relationship
between all pairs of documents of distinct clusters and does not allow just looping over the
sorted relationship list. Average-linkage clustering merges clusters according to the minimum
average distance between all documents of two clusters and thus also requires the consideration
of all document relationships between clusters.

Single-linkage and complete-linkage clustering have the weakness that one single relationship
might have a high impact on the resulting clusters. In the case of complete linkage, one weak
relationship might prevent two otherwise similar clusters to be merged. Single-linkage clustering
suffers from so-called "bridge effects" [24] which means that two clusters might be not very
similar but are merged because of a single strong relationship between two documents. As
in our scenario, the relationship value is composed of multiple indicator values, the risk of
bridge effects is reduced due to the relatively low chance that all or most indicators imply a
high relationship for unrelated documents.



In summary, single-linkage clustering is suited to our scenario as it is particularly resource-
preserving. The obtained clusters are in the last calculation step interpreted as contexts and
named accordingly.

3.4. Interaction Possibilities

After the calculation, the user can inspect the clustering results in two separate views. The first
view, the Tree View, is structured as a file explorer so that the user can choose a context on the
left panel and gets details about the contained documents. In the alternative view, the user can
explore the result landscape via a network depicting documents as nodes and the accumulated
relationship between them as edges. The nodes in the network are placed according to their
edge strength and therefore allow to inspect the document similarities visually. Moreover, nodes
are colored according to the corresponding context of the represented document. Details about
the documents and their context are visible after clicking on the respective node. Both views
offer in principal the same functionality except the used visualization methods differ.

In addition, the user can see the calculated relationships of each document to others and
inspect a specific relationship further to get more insight into how the relationship confidence
was calculated. When inspecting the relationship, the applied relationship indicators, their
values, an additional explanation of the indicator values, the weights of the indicator, and the
information on whether it is marked as a "particularly meaningful indicator" are shown.

3.5. User Feedback

As the retrospective nature of this approach does not have access to any direct or indirect
user feedback, as it is the case for active approaches tracking the user’s interactions, a result
refinement by the user is beneficial.

During the result inspection, the user can either directly or indirectly manipulate the resulting
contexts. If the user has the impression that the initial set-up of relationship indicator weights
or the "particularly important indicators" did not work well on their data, the user can change
those settings and initiate the indicator aggregation and clustering process again. Moreover,
contexts can be merged, split, deleted, or renamed and documents can be moved into another
context or deleted completely from the context abstraction layer.

4. Early Evaluation

In an early evaluation we conducted, the usability of the Contextifier, the quality of the identified
relationships and contexts, and the exploration possibilities using the web interface are accessed.
Fourteen participants took part in the study. Six of them are members of our working group at
the DFKI and the remaining ones are students. Five of the DFKI employees that participated
were male and one female and were between mid-twenty and early fifty years old. Most of the
three female and five male participating students had a Computer Science background and were
between 21 and 27 years old. The participants could express their feedback through rating on
Likert scales and additional supplementary free text comments which allows to get more insight
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Figure 2: Survey Result for Custom Items

into the participants’ reasoning behind their ratings and thus come up with more informed
interpretations of the results.

To get a first impression of the tool’s usability, we used the standardized Computer System
Usability Questionnaire (CSUQ) [25]. The questions of this questionnaire assess the system’s
usefulness, information quality, and overall usability on a 7-point Likert scale where high values
reflect a high agreement with a statement. Questions 3, 4, 5, and 14 of the CSUQ questionnaire
are excluded in our evaluation as they target the usability and value of a system in business
processes which does not match our application scenario as the focus of the Contextifier is the
extraction of contexts and not the further usage of those mined contexts. Hereby, the order of
the incorporated questions was preserved.

Overall, the usability was rated mainly positively. However, the results indicate that the error
handling and error recovery have to be improved.

Additional to the usability, the quality of the initial results, the transparency of the calculation
process, the ease of finding the right information, and the interaction possibilities are assessed
in the study. The questions targeting those criteria are specific to our tool. To keep the answer
format consistent, the participants also had to indicate their level of agreement on the 7-point
Likert scale. The detailed ratings of the tool-specific questions are depicted here in a box plot
(see Figure 2). The diamond symbols represent the means and the perpendicular lines the
median.

The quality of the initial results, i.e. the results obtained before any user feedback, were rated



with respect to the perceived intra-context similarity (Q16), the context labels (Q17), and the
relationship confidences (Q18).

On average the questions Q16-Q18 received a good score but the results show that improve-
ments are possible. This is not surprising as we only have limited indirect feedback, mainly
in form of the different folder hierarchies, from the user during the first calculation due to the
retrospective nature of our approach and the consequently limited availability of data about the
user’s information item interaction. To cope with that, our tool allows the user to further refine
the results. Moreover, context labels could be improved.

Our tool should not only identify relationships between documents and cluster them into
contexts but it should also explain the results to the user. Relationships between documents
are explained by showing the user how the specific relationship confidence was calculated by
showing the applied relationship indicators, their values, and their weights. The perceived
transparency was evaluated regarding the comprehensibility of the documents’ relationship
confidences (Q19), the context composition (Q20), and the effect of the aggregation parameters,
namely the relationship indicators’ weights, and annotations as "properly important" (Q21).

The overall result indicates that the users are satisfied with the transparency.
The third question category specific to our tool is the ease of finding the right information. It

was assessed by ratings of the general ease of finding the desired information (Q22) and the
information content of the different result views (Q23).

The participants rated the ease of finding the right information rather positively.
As user feedback is important in our approach to refine the results as we only have limited

details about the user’s interaction, we want to enable the user to give meaningful feedback. The
interaction possibilities could be judged by rating the available direct feedback operations, like
renaming, merging, etc. (Q24), the indirect feedback operations, like the adaption of relationship
aggregation parameters (Q25), and the completeness of the offered feedback operations (Q26).

The good ratings for the interaction possibilities indicate that the feedback options available
in the first version were already working well and the expected core operations were included.

As the Contextifier user interface offers two different views to inspect the results and provide
feedback, the advantages, and disadvantages of the views are also examined in the study.

The results show no clear preference of the participants for one of the two views and the
detailed results were therefore omitted here. The Tree View is perceived as easier to use and
less overwhelming. Whereas, the Graph View delivers more information by incorporating
the relationships between documents in the network visualization, depicts the results more
comprehensibly, and provides a better overview of the result landscape. Both alternatives have
their strengths and complement each other well.

In summary, the results of this early study indicate that the Contextifier delivers meaningful
contexts, which can be well refined using the available feedback operations. Nevertheless,
there is still potential for improvement, especially regarding usability aspects which should be
addressed before conducting a larger study to avoid that usability problems have a negative
impact on the tool’s main functionality. In the next section, we discuss several aspects that
should be improved and how these first evaluation results can be interpreted.



5. Discussion

The early evaluation of our approach and especially the provided complementary comments of
the participants show several improvement potentials. In particular, the performance of the
calculation process and the scalability of the Graph View have to be raised such that users
can input a larger document set. To improve the calculation performance, the rule calculation
process should be extended by a preceding step. In this step, the documents should be first
assigned to groups containing similar elements. The initial group assignment can be geared to
folders and groups can be split until the intra-group similarity is acceptable. Groups can then be
compared to each other analogously to the indicator-level rule calculation. If the Contextifier
identified a potential relationship between two groups, their respective information items should
be inspected in more detail by calculating relationship indicators on the item level between
pairs of information items belonging to respectively one of the two groups. This additional step
would limit the number of item-level comparisons and thus the resource consumption of the
calculation process while still identifying the most strong document relationships.

To improve the scalability of the Graph View, the network’s abstraction level can be changed
from the information item level to the context level, i.e. depicting contexts and their relationships
instead of documents and their connections. This would lead to a much faster network generation
and would additionally reduce the complexity of the depicted information such that users get
less overwhelmed.

Regarding the transparency of the calculation process, some users requested more information
about the contexts, e.g. how they developed over the clustering iterations. Additionally, the inter-
context similarity could be shown which is integrated in the revisited Graph view suggested
above.

Moreover, participants requested some extensions of the current feedback mechanisms.
Merging and splitting could be possible for more than two initial or respectively resulting
contexts at a time. Some participants also expressed their willingness to provide pre-feedback
before the calculation process to exclude folders containing messy or unimportant information
and to give hints on which folders might be good context candidates. Additionally, it was
requested to have the possibility to add documents, belonging to the same folders as documents
in a context, to that context manually. This would allow to also include documents that were,
according to the relationship indicators, not identified as similar to a context’s documents and
thus make use of the user’s expert knowledge to get a higher amount of documents assigned to
contexts.

Despite several aspects that should be improved before conducting a more elaborated user
study, the first impressions gained by the study indicate that the approach is promising and it is
possible to extract meaningful contexts in a purely retrospective setting. Thus, these contexts
can serve as a basis for personal knowledge assistants to provide tailored support to users.
Moreover, (semi-) automatic activity-based approaches, such as those presented in the Related
Work Section, might also profit by incorporating the obtained contexts as an initial context
basis such that they have prior knowledge about the user’s context landscape and can refine it
using activity information.



6. Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we introduced an approach to mine knowledge worker contexts. In contrast to
other approaches, we only make use of static information, the traces of the user’s past interaction
with their information items. This retrospective orientation allows to bootstrap contexts and
thus avoids a potentially long cold start phase of a personal knowledge assistant. Despite the
sparsity of the available information, the participants in our early experiments indicate that
the resulting contexts are meaningful and could be refined well using the available feedback
operations. Based on the insights gained, we also discussed several improvements that should
be implemented before conducting a larger study. An interesting extension of our approach
would be the introduction of context of different depths to get a context hierarchy instead of a
flat set of contexts. Furthermore, it could be examined whether a prior automatic selection of
promising folders as initial context candidates before starting the detailed calculation process
is beneficial. Moreover, future experiments could access the benefit of incorporating contexts
extracted by our tool as prior knowledge into activity-based (semi-) automatic Context Mining
approaches.
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